IIAT Advantage has teamed with Union Standard, Stroud National Agency and State Auto Farm and Ranch to offer members farm programs to meet the needs of farms of all sizes – from gentleman farmers to large commercial agricultural operations.

**Benefits**
- Competitive commission
- Policies issued with agent’s name and contact information on them
- Agency has access to carrier’s underwriters and system to quote, issue and bind - no middle man.
- "A" rated carriers

**Features**
- Volume requirements less than for a direct appointment
- You retain ownership of the business

**Appetite**
- Hobby farms
- Row crop operations
- Hay operations
- Cattle, sheep or goat ranches
- Grain and seed dealers
- Wineries
- Dairies
- Equine

**Lines of Business**
- Property - Basic, Broad or Special Perils using ISO forms
  - Dwellings
  - Unscheduled personal property
  - Scheduled barns and farm equipment
- Liability
- Automobile
- Excess Liability

**Union Standard**
Union Standard, a W.R. Berkley Co., currently rated A+ by A.M. Best, offers comprehensive coverage with a wide range of deductibles and coverage options.

**Stroud National Agency**
Stroud National Agency has been in the farm insurance business for more than 40 years serving throughout the Midwest, Southwest and Western U.S.

**State Auto Farm and Ranch**
State Auto Farm and Ranch has been writing farm insurance for more than 80 years. You can trust State Auto to protect what matters most to your clients ... their farm and their family.

CALL NOW for more information: Donna Biles • dbiles@iiat.org • 512-992-8317 • iiat.org/markets
Lisa Webb • lwebb@iiat.org • 512-493-2425 • iiat.org/markets